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Abstract
This topic addresses a question of key interest to cognitive science, namely which factors may
have triggered, constrained, or shaped the course of cognitive evolution. It highlights the relevance
of culture as a driving force in this process, with a special focus on social learning and language,
conceptual tools, and material culture. In so doing, the topic combines two goals: to provide an
overview of current empirical and theoretical work leading this field, tailored for a wider cognitive
science audience, and to investigate the potential for integrating multiple perspectives across sev-
eral timescales and levels of analysis, from the microlevel of individual behavior to the macrole-
vel of cultural change and language diversification. One key purpose is to assess the extent to
which the different research approaches can cross-fertilize each other, thereby also contributing to
the advancement of cognitive science more broadly.
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1. What made human cognition special?
As humans, we share most of our biological makeup with our closest primate relatives,
yet we stand out markedly not just from them, but from all other species with respect to
our cultural diversity, our capacity for language, and the scope of our cognitive skills.
The factors which give rise to human uniqueness are of prime interest for the field of
cognitive science (Bender, 2019) but feature infrequently at its conferences or in its jour-
nals. A hallmark of humankind—our propensity to engage in highly social interactions
and cultural transmission (Bender & Beller, 2019; Caldwell & Millen, 2009; Morin,
2015; Tomasello, 1999)—is likely one of the most essential pre-conditions of cognitive
evolution, accompanied by both language (Christiansen & Chater, 2016a; Christiansen &
Kirby, 2003) and material culture (Malafouris, 2013; Taylor & Gray, 2014). However,
the relative contributions and evolutionary sequencing of these phenomena, their intersec-
tions, and their interdependence are still subject to debate (e.g., Christiansen & Chater,
2008; Coolidge & Overmann, 2012; Laland et al., 2014; Sterelny, 2006). Moreover, the
emergence of language, symbolism, and other characteristics of modern human behavior
is currently being re-assessed and re-dated by an order of magnitude (Brooks et al., 2018;
Dediu & Levinson, 2013; Henshilwood et al., 2018). Accounting for evolutionary change
in human cognition thus requires new and multidisciplinary conceptual frameworks that
view our cognitive, behavioral, and material capabilities as interacting in a continuous
process of coevolution (Richerson & Christiansen, 2013).
Although this line of research addresses a question of key interest to cognitive science
—which factors have triggered, constrained, or shaped the course of cognitive evolution?
—not many cognitive scientists are familiar with the contemporary extent of research in
cultural evolution. Cultural evolutionary studies are pursued across a number of disci-
plines, and all are underlain with the assumption that socially transmitted information is
subject to basic Darwinian evolutionary processes such as migration, innovation, drift,
and selection: Cultural change in skills, knowledge, and beliefs can be modeled as inher-
ited variation undergoing differential survival. With this topiCS issue1 focused on the cul-
tural evolution of cognition, we therefore pursue two goals.
First, since work on cognitive evolution itself is not generally published in cognitive
science journals—despite its relevance for the field—this special issue aims to provide an
overview of empirical and theoretical work on the topic from multiple perspectives and
to call the attention of the wider cognitive science community to these lines of research.
Our goal is to demonstrate that cultural evolutionary approaches not only draw upon
ideas and methods from within different areas of cognitive science but also have to offer
important theoretical contributions to key issues for debate in cognitive science such as
the existence of “innate” properties. If, for instance, key aspects of linguistic structure
can be explained as deriving from domain-general constraints, amplified by cultural trans-
mission, then theories no longer need to appeal to particular biological adaptations or to
postulate innate knowledge or mechanisms for explaining such structure. Research on
those processes of cultural evolution that trigger, shape, and constrain the range of
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cognitive abilities should therefore have an impact on theoretical debates at the heart of
cognitive science.
Second, in highlighting the value of evolutionary approaches for questions central to
cognitive science, as well as the crucial role of cognitive functions in processes of human
evolution, we hope to encourage integration of the different theoretical perspectives
across subfields of cognitive science in pursuit of a more comprehensive view on the sub-
ject, thereby also attracting disciplines not typically considered part of cognitive science
such as archeology or evolutionary anthropology to engage in mutual exchange. Given
the thriving activities in this field—represented by the highly multidisciplinary composi-
tion of the newly founded Cultural Evolution Society (https://culturalevolutionsociety.org/
), including a number of psychologists and cognitive scientists—the time is ripe for such
a synthesis, made available for a wider cognitive science audience.
The question of cognitive evolution has been addressed in the past years from a broad
range of research traditions. Those approaches more deeply rooted in classical cognitive
science employ and combine experimental methods, including so-called transmission
studies, large-scale simulations, and computational models to unravel the cognitive pro-
cesses involved, for instance, in the evolution, acquisition, and processing of language,
supplemented by comparative research (e.g., on social learning) and neuroimaging studies
(e.g., Caldwell & Millen, 2009; Christiansen & Chater, 2016b; Smith et al., 2017). The
subfield of comparative psychology (understood in a broad sense as involving compar-
isons across species, cultural traditions, and ontogenetic development) focuses on identi-
fying shared versus specific components of cognition and zooms in on conditions that
trigger developmental as well as evolutionary changes (Haun, Jordan, Vallortigara, &
Clayton, 2010; Liebal & Haun, 2012; Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005;
Whiten, Caldwell, & Mesoudi, 2016). Parts of anthropology, linguistics, and related fields
draw on cultural and linguistic variability in conceptual tools (e.g., Beller & Bender,
2008; Bender & Beller, 2014; Majid, Jordan, & Dunn, 2015) as well as on the mecha-
nisms of cultural transmission (e.g., Kendal et al., 2018; Morin, 2013) and nowadays
employ phylogenetic comparative methods from biology to reconstruct evolutionary pro-
cesses as patterns of inheritance and diversification (e.g., Blute & Jordan, 2018; Dunn,
Greenhill, Levinson, & Gray, 2011; Jordan, 2011; Levinson & Gray, 2012). Human pre-
history and cognitive archaeology, finally, bring us back full circle by combining theoreti-
cal frameworks from cognitive science, such as distributed and embodied cognition, with
material evidence of evolutionary changes to reconstruct the origins of human behavioral
and cognitive modernity and to uncover the conditions that promote emergence and
change of symbolism and other cognitive capacities (d’Errico & Colage, 2018; d’Errico
et al., 2003; Overmann, 2016).
Research traditions in cultural evolution tend to separate into approaches concerned
with micro-evolutionary processes (individual social learning dynamics within popula-
tions) or macro-evolutionary processes (population-level adaptive-historical dynamics),
reflecting to some extent the subdisciplinary divisions of labor, as well as methodological
and theoretical tools, from the evolutionary biological sciences (Mesoudi, 2016). Much
work has focused on the interface between culture and cognition at the individual level
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and scale, most notably in terms of social learning (e.g., Heyes, 2018). While the driving
forces of cognitive diversity and design at generational and larger timescales remain lar-
gely underexplored, cultural macro-evolutionary approaches such as phylogenetic methods
can illuminate the patterns of coevolution or transformation at cross-cultural or cross-spe-
cies levels. Being able to explain the emergence of and change in cultural traits and tools
in terms of cognitive functions—and, conversely, the evolution of cognitive capacities as
embedded in cultural practices—would therefore also improve our understanding of those
forces that shape human cognition.
2. Cultural evolution as driving force
Human cognition is a product of biology in the sense that essential anatomical, neural,
and physiological prerequisites underpinning cognitive abilities were delivered by biologi-
cal evolution, and the same holds arguably for important prerequisites of human culture
(as well as culture in other species, although this is beyond the scope of our collection).
Yet, once in place, characteristics of hominin culture became powerful enough to drive
cognitive evolution in Homo sapiens, and potentially other species in our hominin family
tree (Colage & d’Errico, 2018; Heyes, 2018; Thompson, Kirby, & Smith, 2016). The con-
tributions to this selection describe the mechanisms by which cultural evolution operates,
highlight the processes involved and the specific case of language both as a cognitive
ability and a cultural tool, and discuss issues and potential solutions for investigating
these.
Here, we briefly introduce the papers collected in this issue. A more in-depth treatment
with critical appraisal and tentative synthesis is provided in the final commentary by
philosopher of evolution Kim Sterelny (2020).
2.1. Mechanisms of cultural evolution: Cultural exaptation, cultural neural reuse, and
cultural learning
According to the traditional view in evolutionary theory, a chain of dependence renders
genetic changes the ultimate cause of, or at least necessary condition for, changes in brain
anatomy and physiology. These, in turn, give rise to new cognitive skills, which then
enable cultural innovations. This view (dubbed the “bottom-up-only” view by Colage &
d’Errico, 2020) has dominated evolutionary approaches and is still the prevailing perspec-
tive, for instance, in evolutionary psychology.
Based on the available archeological evidence, Colage and d’Errico (2020) argue, by
contrast, that major events in the evolution of both the genus Homo and the species
Homo sapiens are upshots of cultural rather than genetic changes. The “top-down-also”
view advocated by Colage and d’Errico highlights culture not only as a driving force
independent of biological evolution, but as the key driving force in human cognition.
They emphasize that cultural innovations have the power (a) to scaffold further cultural
innovations via cultural transmission and accumulation (Tomasello, 1999), (b) to shape,
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trigger, and even generate cognitive capabilities of populations via cultural exaptation
(d’Errico & Colage, 2018), (c) to launch the formation of new brain networks in individ-
uals via cultural neural reuse (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007), and (d) to exert pressure even
on gene selection via gene–culture co-evolution (Laland, Odling-Smee, & Myles, 2010).
While Colage and d’Errico (2018) elaborate on cultural exaptation and cultural neural
reuse, the contribution by Caldwell (2020) addresses the mechanisms underlying the
“ratchet effect” (Tennie, Call, & Tomasello, 2009; Tomasello, 1999), which is postulated
to account for the accumulation of knowledge and skills by cultural transmission based
on social learning and teaching. The defining criteria of this mechanism are that solutions
to a given problem produced by later generations are quantifiably better than solutions of
earlier generations because benefits from social learning stack up over multiple genera-
tions. The role of “cumulative cultural evolution” is central to contemporary debates in
cultural evolution, particularly the extent to which it underpins the uniqueness of human
culture and its existence in non-human animal culture (Mesoudi & Thornton, 2018). With
a specific focus on the challenges and opportunities involved in investigating cultural evo-
lution experimentally, Caldwell emphasizes how characteristics of cumulative culture can
be operationalized. Studies adopting these design criteria demonstrate, for instance, that
learning from social learners is more valuable than learning from na€ıve explorers, even
when the information is transferred in a nonsocial context (Caldwell & Millen, 2008),
and help to identify the conditions under which interactive teaching is more effective
(Caldwell & Millen, 2009).
2.2. Language as a test case
While the language faculty is a key cognitive mechanism, grounded in biologically
evolved capacities, the individual language(s) we speak are a product of social learning
and hence a cultural phenomenon. This position at the intersection of culture and cogni-
tion renders language an ideal test case of cultural evolution. The remainder of the papers
collected here therefore focus on language per se or on linguistic tools such as graphic
codes or systems of kin terms. In the field of language evolution, the idea is gaining
ground that, rather than brain mechanisms evolving to support language, it is language
that evolves adapting to cognitive constraints (e.g., Christiansen & Chater, 2008; Chris-
tiansen & Kirby, 2003; Tamariz & Kirby, 2016). Two papers in particular address the
question of which specific constraints drive the evolution of language, and how these
drivers operate in language learning and in language use among individuals and over
generations.
Smith (2020) gives an excellent overview on research in language evolution, in which
he discusses several recent models of how linguistic systems and the cognitive capacities
involved in language learning may have co-evolved. Studies using artificial miniature lan-
guages and transmission chains reveal that combined pressures on language learning (with
a bias toward simplicity) and communication/use (with a bias toward expressivity) pro-
duce compositionally structured languages. A general implication arising from this work
is that, once in place, a (culturally transmitted) communication system creates new
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selection pressures on the capacity for acquiring these systems. Models differ, however,
in the assumed scope, rigidness, and details of these constraints. The precise relationship
between evolved individual biases and the structure of linguistic systems therefore
depends on how strongly cultural evolution masks or unmasks cognitive biases from
selection, and this relationship need not be identical for different aspects of the linguistic
system.
The relevance of learnability-driven linguistic structure is also highlighted in the paper
by Isbilen and Christiansen (2020). They focus on a fundamental challenge in language
processing, namely the Now-or-Never bottleneck (Christiansen & Chater, 2016b), which
arises from the transient nature of linguistic input. Since spoken language is sequential,
fast, and short-lived, a listener needs to code and store incoming information immediately
before it is overwritten by subsequent information. Rapid compression and recoding of
incoming sensory information into discrete units or chunks, which are then passed on to
the next higher level of representation, is the key mechanism helping the system to cope
with this fundamental challenge. In so doing, Chunk-and-Pass processing also constrains
the evolution of language: Linguistic structures evolve so as to become more easily
chunkable, and the reuse of chunks increases their stability and proliferation (Isbilen &
Christiansen, 2020).
2.3. Constraints on culturally evolved cognitive tools
Two papers in this collection focus on culturally evolved cognitive tools that display
properties of cumulative cultural evolution: writing and kinship systems. Both are predi-
cated on a capacity for symbolic language, and both display intriguingly bounded diver-
sity cross-culturally and through history, hinting at constraints on forms that may be a
product of cognitive processes.
The invention of writing, which is considered a paradigmatic instance of both cultural
neural reuse and cultural exaptation (d’Errico & Colage, 2018; Dehaene & Cohen, 2007;
Dehaene, Cohen, Morais, & Kolinsky, 2015), also produced one of the most powerful
tools boosting cumulative culture (Huettig & Mishra, 2014): the transmission of knowl-
edge across space and time on a grand new scale. This specific function (i.e., asyn-
chronous communication) is just one of several possible functions of graphic codes, as
Morin, Kelly, and Winters (2020) state, yet the most challenging one. They propose a
typology of graphic codes depending on how productive and how independent of natural
language they are, in which writing is the only type of graphic code powerful enough to
encode novel information in a productive way. While writing is necessary for achieving
asynchronous communication, it is not sufficient. To compensate for the lack of common
ground and of opportunities for repair in asynchronous communication, pragmatic skills
on the part of the communicator are also required, and this may be one reason for the rel-
atively slow evolution from the first graphic representations to full-fledged literacy.
The tools explored by Racz, Passmore, and Jordan (2020) are the social and cognitive
semantic systems that human societies use to organize kin relations: kinship terminolo-
gies. All societies have categories of kin relations that differ along dimensions of age,
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gender, generation, and connecting relatives, and are potentially far more variable than
yet observed ethnographically. The authors explore hypotheses about the constraints on
the complexity of kinship categories from learning theories and social pressures. Using
global cross-cultural data and methods that account for shared historical and neighbor
influence, they test the impact of a community-size-driven learning bottleneck against the
social coordination demands of different kinds of marriage and resource systems. While
cognitive scientists have modeled the learnability frontier as a driver on kinship system
diversity (Kemp & Regier, 2012), Racz and colleagues probe the constraints on these
semantic systems stemming from the social organization of the cultural group itself. Most
variation in their measure of complexity is explained by shared language family history
and marriage rules, and these “macro-evolutionary” drivers can be seen as placing differ-
ent kinds of constraints on the shape of kinship systems.
3. Conclusion
In this special issue, we intended to bring to the attention of cognitive scientists the
important complementary theories and methods developed and progress made in cultural
evolutionary studies in recent years. While synthetic overviews of the field are available
(for a recent overview written for psychologists, see Mesoudi, 2017), we solicited largely
empirical studies that demonstrated the cultural evolution of cognition “in action.” We are
also grateful to Kim Sterelny, a philosopher of cultural evolution, for his commentary on the
collection as a whole (Sterelny, 2020). Sterelny draws out common themes in the papers:
coevolution, language, cumulative culture, and testability. He highlights, in particular, the
growing body of evidence for a positive feedback phenomenon in hominin cultural evolu-
tion: Communities made up of individuals with increased cognitive capacities also create
selection pressures for further cognitive sophistication. That said, Sterelny also identifies
that progress on this issue is piecemeal and uncertain, potentially because (unlike, e.g., in
social or developmental psychology) there has been little cross-border empirical work
between cognitive psychology and research on cultural evolution. With the papers collected
in this issue, we hope to have brought a thought-provoking set of studies to the table.
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Note
1. The topic emerged out of a symposium for the 38th Annual Conference of the Cog-
nitive Science Society (Beller et al., 2016).
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